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Bap Suitez
Bap Suitez

Species: Random Alien
Gender: Male

Age: 23
Family (or Creators): Suitez family

Zodiac Sign: N/A
Height: 5'3“
Weight: 124 lbs

Organization Rapid Reaction Force
Rank Storm Trooper 2nd Class

Occupation Infantry
Current Placement

Suitez In Roleplay

Bap Suitez is a Player Character played by Jimmy.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'3” Mass: 124 lbs

Build and Skin Color: Bapz is of medium build with peach colour skin (being of Ithcalushii ethnicity)

Facial Features and Eye Color: Bapz habitually wears a slightly blank expression unless he's talking to
someone, in which case he tends to wear a huge grin. He has red eyes that hide any hint of intelligence.
He's had a lot of practice at this.

Hair Color and Style: Similar colour to his skin, Bapz has regular alien hair that he keeps in well enough
order to not make it stand out in any particular way.

Distinguishing Features: None, and he takes pains to keep it that way. It most notable feature people
tend to notice is his smile.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Suitez commonly appears to be a complete dumbass whose constantly cheerful and loud
mouthed exterior makes any sane superior stay away. His constantly cheerful and loud exterior hides a
near-genius level intellect intent on dodging any hardships his intelligence would bestow upon him in
alien society.
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Likes: Puzzles, anonymity, quiet. Dislikes: Scrutiny, risks to his cover, patriots. Goals: Stay alive, stay
free, GTFO.

History

Pre-RP

When Baps was just a young, carefree puggle enjoying life he noticed a peculiar phenomenon, a lot of
the other smart puggles in his neighbourhood were disappearing, taken away by government
representatives in dark clothes. Being just a young puggle, Baps couldn't really tell what was going on at
the time, but he noticed that the ones taken away all had rather good grades. The shock moment
happened when his own pouch brother was taken away, a big loss to take in for a young puggle. Rather
than risk whatever was at the end of the line with the men in dark clothes he decided living a humble life
would be better than flaunting his intellect.

He made sure his grades slowly dropped and his demeanour changed until he felt confident of his safety.
Of course, he was regarded as a bit of an idiot child by the rest of the neighbourhood. But to Baps his
choice of life sharpened his mind, people were so much more open to those they considered no threat.
His family despaired at his low performance, especially his sister who was also nearly selected by the
dark suits. The next few years he sort of cruised like this until his draft came in.

Baps's survival instinct kicked in again and he took a clerks position in Supply to stay away from anything
dangerous, but when he started correctly accounting the balance sheets and exposing his superiors side
deals he attracted enough ire to voluntarily shift into a combat position. He decided to hide himself in the
ranks of the RRF, where the relative freedom and lack of scrutiny would help protect his cover.

Service Record

-Assignment name-

Rapid Reaction Force Rifleman

Medal of Merit for courage under-fire. Medal of The Navy for bravery.

Skills

Fighting/Physical

The character has trained and studied the art of fighting. He/she is proficient in the use of small arms,
bladed weapons, and unarmed combat. He/she would be in excellent physical shape, and able to endure
the stresses of combat in space or on the ground.
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Technology Operation

The character is proficient in the use of alien computers, and other pieces of technology. They have
taken basic classes to get an understanding of modern computer operations, as well as how to interact
with alien Neuro-computers systems

Communications

The character has been trained to be capable of operating all alien Communications Technologies. They
are can speak in low level code talk with ease, and can concentrate on speaking when under-fire or in a
combat situation.

Vehicles

The Character has taken courses on how to properly operate alien vehicles. They can preform high stress
maneuvers on the battle field, and this grants a level of flexibility when coming up with plans of attack.

Leadership

Taught to think, instead of die, Rapid Reaction Force troopers are all prepared to take control of any
situation if the unexpected occurs. Trained to give and follow tactical orders, troopers of any rank will
have some knowledge about how to conduct a battle. Tactical thinking stars first with the troops who are
on the front lines, and this goes hand in hand with an emphasis on team work.

Knowledge

Despite his appearance of lack thereof, Bapz possesses a near-genius level intellect intent on its own
survival. He secretly reads much material on a variety of subjects, and retains this knowledge for when
it's needed.

Survival

Intent on staying alive at all costs, Bapz knows how to survive even in the most uncomfortable
environment, even at the expense of his teammates. He has a habit of disappearing before danger
comes, and popping back up again after it like he was always there.

Inventory

1 XRASER Pistol
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1 Assault Shotgun
1 Ballistic Armor
1 Networked Relay System
2 Rapid Reaction Force duty duty uniforms.
1 Rapid Reaction Force duty duty Boots.
Standard Hygine pack

Clothing

Personal Clothing(Alien Civilian clothing is revealing and generally spartan. Typically loose fitting
peaces of cloth that cover the genitals other unmentionable parts of the body)

Electronics

Electronic Money Card (New characters start with 3000 UD)

Miscellaneous

4 ration packs

Finances

Bap is currently a Storm Trooper 2nd Class in the Rapid Reaction Force, he receives 175 UD a month.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
6000 UD Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Bapz Suitez
Character Owner Jimmy
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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